
DRAFT 
Minutes of the Board of Directors Meeting 

Tuesday September 19, 2017 8:30 a.m. 
Treasure Mountain Inn 

  
 
BOD Attendance: Michael Barille, Sandra Morrison, John Kenworthy, Lori Harris, Whitney Wall, Greg Ottoson, Cristina Aguirre, 
Ed Shaul, Judy Cullen, Puggy Holmgren, Melissa Berry, Craig Elliott, Emerson Olivera 
 
Absent: Lisa Phinney, Mike Diamond 
 
Others present:  Monty Coates, Michael Kaplan, Lynn Ware Peek, Becca Gerber, Meisha Lawson-Ross, Mike Sweeney, Jake 
McIntire, Bob Kollar, Hadley Dynak, Randy Barton, Tim Henney, Myles Rademan, Kelli Murcko, Jen Barber, Junior Richards, Jenny 
Dierson, Lynn Ware-Peek, Colby Larsen, Ken Davis 
	  
Sandra asked for a motion to approve the Minutes from August 15, 2017. Judy Cullen made a motion to approve the minutes. Puggy 
Holmgren seconded.    
 
Items not listed on the agenda: 
Several Members requested to speak about the renewal of the Silly Market Contract including Ken Davis, Colby Larsen, Jared 
McMillen, Mike Sweeney, Monty Coates, and Emerson Olivera. 

Ken Davis – Introduced the topic – expressed disappointment that the contract and terms were not brought to an HPCA Board Mtg 
prior to approval by the Council. He recounted the progressive growth in attendance numbers, footprint, and hours of operation for the 
market remembering that the event had originally been planned to end at 1 PM. Ken expressed his perspective that the planned days 
off for the market at the end of this season were a reminder of the days before Silly Market began and a perspective that Sundays at 
that time were better for many businesses. 

Colby Larsen – Also expressed concerns about the lack of input and review for the Silly Market Contract and concurred with Ken’s 
point of view that despite 30,000 people on the street there was very little cross over in customer demographic with his business. His 
expressed desire was for more restrictions on the market’s number of days or hours of operation. 

Mike Sweeney – Disagreed vehemently with the perspective that there were not adequate opportunities to comment on the market 
contract pointing out that the supplemental plans are reviewed each year and that Council agendas are well publicized and open to 
public comment. Mike also expressed that the market was great for his businesses on lower Main Street and provided exposure to 
thousands of new customers with benefits that can’t be overlooked. 

Emerson Olivera – Emerson also expressed that the Silly Market provided a steady stream of customers and great economic benefit to 
his business. He also pointed out that Main Street is host to many events and each attracts a different demographic and different 
impacts and that some are better for some sectors of the business community and others are better for others. He expressed that our 
goal should be to continue to balance the types of events and how they are managed so that negative impacts are mitigated to the 
extent possible and that we look for a variety of events so that various sectors of the business community might benefit at some point 
during the year. 

Monty Coates – Monty also agreed that the Silly Market has a negative impact on number of customers and revenue for his business. 
He described that the intensity of activity on Lower Main and the use of the available parking in the district creates a vacuum for 
businesses located further up the street. 

Sandra Morrison – Also said that the Park City Museum saw increased revenues on the market “days off” this summer. She stated that 
some of the visitors on those days expressed that they had come to the district expecting to find the Silly Market and ended up seeking 
other entertainment opportunities. However, she felt this pointed out that there is some competition for customers at certain price 
points. 

Jenny Diersen – from Park City Events recounted that there are several working group meetings through the course of the Silly Market 
season to ensure that the Market is complying with operational parameters in the Contract and Supplemental Plans. She also 
mentioned that there had been a number of discussions about the Market operations with HPCA Staff and the working group. She also 
committed to increasing the frequency and commitment to regular event reviews when contracts and supplemental plans are due. 

Jonathon Weidenhammer – Park City Economic Development Director also weighed in recounting that each change in the Market’s 
operation plans, length of season and hours of operation were vetted with the HPCA and evaluated according to their position 
statements on events. 

Michael Barille – Executive Director of the HPCA expressed his regret that members felt that there had been lack of discussion or 
input on the Silly Market and that if that was the case he accepts the responsibility for not filling that communication gap. He 
expressed that his feeling was that most of our mitigation concerns could be addressed during review of the supplemental plan but 



recognized that the contract also feels like a major milestone. He committed to working with Jenny to improve the frequency and level 
of communication about events going forward including presentations from City Events Staff on any contract for major level 3 events 
that utilize Main Street or public property adjacent to it as a venue.  

Marketing Update 
o Meisha: We have completed one photo shoot, have one scheduled for Monday, September 26 and one more we will be 

scheduling this fall.  
o Our fall campaign will be in market mid-October – mid-November.  Our message will be “Explore Your Town” to the Park 

City audience and “Explore Our Mountain Town” to the Wasatch Front.  We’ll immediately roll into a holiday campaign in 
mid-November.  

o We are working on scheduling Big Buddah to be on-site in mid-October. We will be sending out a request for participation 
and will select merchants for participation first come, first serve in each category. Please keep an eye on your email if you are 
interested in being featured on Fox13’s morning show with Big Buddah.  

o Thanked everyone for support on Autumn Aloft.  
Trash Updates 
o Thanks to the Trash and Recycling Committee and the Board for your institutional knowledge and action in approving a new 

fee schedule for both our contract with Republic Services and the Franchise Fee they collect on all accounts which is used to 
fund the district’s recycling service with Good Earth Recycling. 

o The Board’s efforts combined with our cooperation with the City Finance Staff on adding a fee to CSL licenses for temporary 
increased service standards associated with increased activity during the Sundance Film Festival set the organization up to 
stabilize these accounts as well as relieving one of the significant pressures on our annual budget overall. 

o Contract language has been amended to reflect the approved changes and members should notice the associated incremental 
increase in fees collected starting next month.  

o We are continuing to work with the City Finance and Economic Development Staff to project the combined bump to 
revenues from the changes to CSL licensing fees and the potential additional BID members and are committed to presenting 
a revised budget  

o Michael & Sandra thanked the Trash & Recycling committee for helping with the budgets.  
 
 Update – Conventional Chain Business Ordinance (Hannah Tyler, Jonathan Weidenhamer)     

• This ordinance received approval from City Council with the unanimous support of the HPCA Board and 
meaningful testimony several member businesses. Special thanks to those member businesses who made time to 
come to both the Planning Commission and City Council hearings. 

• Staff is still working through final ordinance or accompanying land management code language to provide clarity 
on: the permit application process for CCB’s, how remaining slots for new CCB’s will be managed until the cap for 
each district is reached, and whether the ordinance should apply to temporary installations permitted as CSL during 
Sundance. 

• Staff went to Council Thursday the 14th of September to seek direction on a number of options for how to address 
these implementation questions and will be at our monthly meeting to provide and update on both Council’s 
direction and the likely solutions. 

• Board Member questions and input 
Jonathan discussed taking various options to Council and consider the process if a landlord has a property with a chain in it, they 
reserve the right for a certain amount of time to replace it with another chain businesses. Input requested from the private sector.   
Another piece discussed was Sundance – Jonathan asked Council about renting spaces to chains during Sundance. Jonathan asked for 
a few participants on feedback for that.  
JK asked the time frame? Jonathan stated a few weeks.  
Sandra asked to clarify the group of people requested to participate? Michael is recommended along with owner of Swartz Gallery 
building. Jonathan is organizing that now and would love to see a building owner or two.  
Michael reminded everyone to review the Staff Report link that was sent out in the prior meeting packet.  
Michael discussed how businesses apply for CCB licenses, referred to as the “pipeline” and if that location leaves what happens? (Tail 
provision) Michael also discussed whether ordinance should apply for Sundance and whether or not that should be restricted.  
Jonathan stated that the direction is to make exceptions during Sundance. 

o Tim H. stated that there is some inconsistency that they’re dealing with regarding the tail vs. pipeline.  
o Mike Kaplan stated that we do want business in Old Town to be able to rent their space and have a level playing field.  
o Michael reiterated that we are supportive over the ordinance overall and ask that the short term right be protected. 

 
Park City Public Art initiative to help energize holiday merchant window displays (J. Diersen)   
Jenny Dierson discussed her role overseeing The Public Art Advisory Board.  The PAAB wrote a grant to partner with the HPCA and 
liven up storefronts. The grant will pay up to $500 per artist. This is a two-part program. November 1st is the first part and focus on 
winter activities.  The second part will be around April. We are looking at ways to create way to find things on Main Street to engage 
the customer.  
There is another part called Art Up – Art in unexpected places. Idea is to have a location that will host temporary art and have people 
try to find it.  



 
Meisha added that we will be partnering with the PC PAAB for the window display contest that the HPCA normally holds during the 
holidays. 
  
Jenny estimates 5-10 hours for the artist to complete a display.  There will be themes to focus on. The first part, winter legacy. Second, 
possibly mining history.  
 
Sandra asked if the seven artists have been chosen? Jenny said no. Merchants do not find their own artists.  
 
The HPCA will get information out as soon as we can.  
 
Jenny will be sending out information on Shotski and discussed a film request that came to The City late that requested to close the 
whole street. It is a Hallmark movie. The company is asking to decorate Main St. to look like Christmas. Jenny asked for a comfort 
level? Can we get the road to a partial closure?  
 
Michael asked the dates? Wed – Monday. Basecamp is proposed for WBP.  
 
Meisha asked what time parking will be fee based on Halloween? 2:00pm.  
 
JK stated it doesn’t seem doable? 
 
Jr. asked how it is done in big cities? Jenny stated that they do personal outreach to businesses it immediate affects.  
 
There was a comment about how long the fake snow in prior years stayed on the sidewalks. Michael stated this year we’ve already had 
one that worked better.  
 
Michael stated that a partial closure could be possible but that they HPCA would be looking for some sort of benefit.  
 
Hadley & Randy  - Project ABC 
Project ABC  
The Egyptian Theatre secured 9000 square feet under The Parkite and will have a brand new black box theater under that space.  
This will be great for kids to utilize Main Street and it will be another Sundance rental space. 
 
Randy went before Council about 3 years ago and pointed out how cooperative The City has been with Summit County on recreation, 
trails, etc. Randy asked why this hasn’t been done with the arts and culture? 
 
Hadley passed out postcards on ABC – Arts, Beauty and Culture and what they’re doing. These are county-wide projects and would 
love you to be engaged.  
 
Hadley stated they are wrapping up data collection and please take the Project ABC survey. The goal is 800 survey responses. We are 
at 600 now.  
 
In October the data will be collected and on November 15h there will be an ABC Summit to start planning. 
 
Tim H. talked about the shift that is happening with arts and culture and we need to have involvement.  

 
Demand Based Parking Implementation Plan (Kenzie Coulson, Parking Mgr.)       
Kenzie reminded everyone that there is a survey out right now that will close Friday. She will share the results at the next meeting.  
Kenzie did some personal outreach to merchants to discuss the program coming out. 

o Meter replacements are underway. Parking is free until Oct. 3 when the meters will begin. There is a 3 hour 
maximum. 

• Garage Painting and Remodeling timetable, continuation of rolling closures, and parking alternatives – This is going 
really well. Should be wrapped up in the next couple of days. There is some waterproofing that needs to happen. 
Sometimes you may see an area that looks like nothing is happening but curing is going on.  

• Michael asked how much longer the rolling closures will occur? There will be more isolated closures in November.  
• Monty asked for enhanced signage during these times.  
• JK asked for communication outreach on the comprehensive plan, especially to the employees. If we can share 

incentives that would be helpful also. What are the benefits for locals? 
• Michael agreed and said the small group meetings and outreach are great and now it’s time to communicate “What 

is it? And how does it operate?” 
• Cristina talked about a customer expressing concern over paid parking and asked when it’s not a large event, where 

do customers park and take a bus? We need that message.  



• Sandra asked for long term plan for special event parking. If part of the implementation can define the events ahead 
of time and not week to week. Michael stated that the “last minute” feel was due to those events being trials. 

• Kenzie stated that the survey will dictate the schedule for the employee lot and talked about the efficiencies of the 
micro-transit.  

• New app will roll out Nov. 9th. The meters operate from license plates, not pay and display.  
• Sandra asked about Sundance. Kenzie said the supplemental plan will be in front of Council in November.  

  
Meeting adjourned 10:20am. 


